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TKMNA Carrier/Forwarder C-TPAT Security Questionnaire
Carrier/Forwarder: Contact Party:
Address: Phone:
Address: Email:
Intent: TKMNA has committed to participation in the Customs Trade 
Partnership Against Terrorism (CTPAT) Program administered by 
Customs. CTPAT is a supply chain security program designed to 
strengthen the U.S. borders and supply chain. The information you 
provide will only be used  in validating the adequacy of supply chain 
security of TKMNA business partners.  

Instructions:  If your company is a C-TPAT member or has applied for membership, 
completion of this questionnaire is not necessary.  Please submit a copy of your MOU and/or 
your certification letter in lieu of this document.                                                                                                                                    
Please complete the form and return it to charles.biegel@thyssenkrupp.com in the same 
format it was provided. Emailed responses with the data included in an Excel attachment are 
preferred.  This questionnaire is being used to determine what processes are in place and 
there is no impact of not answering all the questions "yes."  While it is not necessary to have 
a written procedure for every question, it is important that the company can substantiate all 
questions answered "Yes"  if CBP requests verification at a later date.                                                                                                                                                                  

Sections/Questions Yes (Y) No (N) Comments
Industry Security Programs

Is your company a member of C-TPAT?   If yes, please submit copy of 
certification letter.  If no, please explain.

Does your company participate in any Customs Industry Partnership 
Programs or other supply chain security programs?  Please list.

Are the carriers used by your company C-TPAT certified?

Facility Overview

What type of activities are performed at this facility?

What are the hours of operation for the facility?

Does the facility have a security policy/statement?

Provide a brief description of each facility including: property, buildings, 
fencing, other barriers, location of security office, etc.  Attach as separate 
document.

Conveyance Security - Seals

Are all loaded containers bound for the U.S. sealed with high security 
seals meeting PAS ISO 17712 standards?
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Are written procedures in place stipulating how seals are to be controlled 
and affixed to loaded containers?

Are written procedures in place for recognizing and reporting 
compromised seals and/or containers to CBP or other authorities?

Conveyance and Cargo Security

If you have a cargo dock, is the area restricted to unauthorized personnel? 

When cargo is being loaded for export, or unloaded for import, is the 
process monitored? 

Once cargo is ready to export or delivery to the importer, is it stored in 
secure manner to prevent unauthorized tampering?

If there is hazardous cargo, is it labeled and stored separately?
Do you have a process for tracking shipments?

If signs of tampering or damage to carton/crate are evident, are there 
procedures in place to investigate and report?   

Do you have a process for notifying internal security and/or government 
authorities of any activities that appear suspicious?

Do you have procedures for affixing, replacing, recording, tracking and 
verifying cargo seals (if utilized)?

Are procedures in place to verify the physical integrity of containers prior 
to stuffing?

Does the inspection process consist of the recommended 7-Point 
Inspection?                                                                                              
Front Wall                                                                                                      
Left Side                                                                                                        
Right Side                                                                                                                   
Floor                                                                                                        
Ceiling/Roof                                                                                                                 
Inside/Outside Doors                                                                                           
Outside/Undercarriage                                                                                     

Are containers stored in a secure area to prevent unauthorized access?

Physical Security
Does your facility(s) utilize an alarm system?

Do you utilize (CCTV) closed circuit television monitors to assist in 
surveillance of your facilities?          

Is there a gatehouse controlling access to your facility?   

Is the gatehouse operated 24/7?

Are there security guards on premises?  
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Are the guards employed by your company or a third party service 
provider?
Are security guards armed?

Do you have security violation reporting procedures?

Are there locking devices on external and internal doors and windows?

Is there a perimeter fence surrounding your facilities?   
Is adequate lighting provided for the general cargo areas? (internal and 
external)

Facility Access - Employee and Visitor Control
Do you have a visitor access procedure?

Is there a  visitor pass/badge identification system?

What type of documentation are visitors required to submit for 
identification?

Are visitor records or logs kept?  

Are visitors escorted while on the premises?

Are employees required to wear identification badges and/or uniforms?

Is there a procedure to challenge unauthorized/unidentified people?

Facility Access - Deliveries
Does the facility have proper signs posted such as "Restricted Area"   "All 
Visitors Must Stop at Gate" etc.?

If facility contains a loading dock, is access to loading/unloading area 
controlled?

Do delivery/pick drivers have to display identification?  

Are delivery vehicles subject to inspection upon entering and/or exiting the 
premises?

Facility Access - Vehicle Parking
Is there a separate employee parking area from shipping and loading 
areas? 

Are parking decals or passes utilized?  

Are parking areas monitored by surveillance cameras or security patrols?

Personnel Security
Are pre-employment screening and background reviews conducted?  
Please indicate type of review: Credit, Criminal History, References, Work 
History. 

Does the company verify citizenship of employees?
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Does the company have a policy for searching employees, visitors and 
vehicles?

Are employees subject to drug and alchol testing?

Education and Training - Security Awareness
How are employees updated on current customs-releated issues?

What types of safety and security related training do your employees 
receive? Consider topics such as:  Hazardous Materials, C-TPAT, Fire 
Drills, etc.

Is there an employee policy manual?

Do internal controls exist for reporting and correcting employee 
misconduct?

Do internal controls exist for reporting and correcting suspicious or illegal 
conduct?

Procedural Security - Shipping and Receiving - All
Are delivery personnel required to have company identification, up to 
including photo identification, prior to acceptance of their cargo?    

What type of access to facilities do delivery personnel have?

Do receiving personnel have advance notice of cargo arrival?

Is cargo immediately unloaded and received into the warehouse?

Are receiving documents generated & used to verify cargo at time of 
acceptance?   

Are overage and shortage reports generated?  Who are they reported to?   

If signs of tampering or damage to carton/crate are evident, are there 
procedures in place to investigate and report?     

Is any cargo stored outside?  How is the outdoor area secured?

Once cargo is accepted, is it stored in secure manner to prevent 
unauthorized tampering?   

If there is hazardous cargo, is it labeled and stored separately?  

Is import/export/domestic cargo segregated during storage?   

If applicable, is the “docking” area patrolled by security personnel?   

What types of shipping documents are created?
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Procedural Security - Airlines
Does the airline receive timely and accurate receipt of international 
passengers, crew and cargo?

Does the airline submit required manifest information to Customs within 
the prescribed timeline?

Does the airline have a procedure for the security of passenger baggage?

Does the airline use K-9 or other special search devices?

Procedural Security - Ocean Carriers
Does the carrier receive advance lists of crew and cargo?

If cargo arrives in ocean containers, are seal numbers verified prior to 
opening?   

If exporting cargo utilizing ocean containers, are seals placed and 
numbers recorded prior to departure from company docking facility?     

Are empty containers inspected prior to loading on the vessel?

Is the vessel searched/inspected on a regular basis?

Are privately owned vehicles allowed on the dock next to the vessel?

Procedural Security - Truckers
Do trucks and other conveyances have adequate locking devices?

Are trucks and equipment stored in secure locations free from intrusion?

How is cargo segregated?  How is international, domestic, high-value or 
dangerous cargo stored?

Procedural Security - Documentation
Are procedures in place to ensure all information required in clearing of 
cargo is legible, complete, accurate and reported in a timely manner?   
Do desks and file cabinets have locking devices?   

How are Customs documents stored?   

What procedures are in place for review of the manifest

How are overages and shortages reported?

How long are Customs documents maintained?    

Information Technology
Does the company use individualized access accounts?
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Are passwords used and required to be changed periodically?

Is there a system in place to identify improper access, tampering or 
altering of business data?

Are systems protected from power interruptions by a generator?



Supplier Questionnaire Status

No Company Name Address City State Zip Phone Fax Contact Email NGSS Responsible 
Party

CTPAT 
Certified

Questionnaire 
Status Notes

Brokers 1Carmichael International 533 Glendale Blvd Los Angeles CA 90026 213-353-0800 213-250-0710 John Salvo ICA Yes N/A  

2J.W. Allen 200 Crofton Rd Building 7D Suite 800 Kenner LA 70062 504-464-0181 504-464-0182 Jerry Becnel ICA In Process N/A

3FedEx Trade Networks 128 Dearborn St Buffalo NY 14207 ICA Yes N/A

4John Brining 202 Congress Street Mobile AL 36603 251-432-9741 251-432-2029 Diane Gano diane.gano@jmbining.com ICA Yes N/A

5UPS Supply Chain 
Solutions ICA Yes N/A

Freight 
Forwarders 1Transgroup 650 Atlanta South Parkway Suite 100 Atlanta GA 30349 404-766-8935 404-766-8945 Ray Bachman ray.bachman@transgroup.com Susan Ross Yes N/A  

 

 

 

Carriers - Air

Carriers - Ocean
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